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First, minimize robot movements then, begin tossing treats. 
�please check �friendship education� video�

We highly recommend you use the robot case. Please don�t 
dispense treats when your pet is too excited. Do not use robot 
without a pet owner present if pet is too excited.

Once your pet becomes comfortable with the robot, you may start 
scheduling automatic play times for your pet to enjoy!

[1] Scared

[2] Excited

[3] Adaption

Changes in the response of your pet when using the robot for the fi rst time.

Video Link : www.varram.com/faq/fi�tness

Friendship�Education���video�guide
Please scan QR code or visit below link.
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What’s in the box?

LED

Treat Box

Infrared Sensor

Flip

Treat Dispenser

Cover Switch

ON/OFF Switch

Charging Port

Robot

 Off-road Tires

Robot Case

Opener

Charging Cable

Manual

What’s in the box?

Treat Box(Small) Color TiresCat Accessory

Selling separately.
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The robot case is double locked in order to prevent your pet from accidentally opening it. Even if there is a 
loud snapping sound while opening the case, it will not break. Please forcefully pull apart the case to open it.

If the case is attached, it may be diffi��cult to pass over thick carpet or door thresholds. For a smoother ride, 
try using the enclosed off��road tires. 

Robot Case

IMPORTANT! Please use this case.
Be sure to use the robot case once your pet recognizes that treats are dispensed from the robot, and especially if 
your pet begins to attack the robot strong enough to interfere with its operation or function. It is recommended that 
this robot case be used until your pet fully recognizes that treats do not dispense even if they attack the robot. If you 
use this robot case and your pet still attacks the robot, please refrain from using the robot altogether.
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Detaching 
Case

�2� Please push the button labeled �Push� 
with the included tool.

�2� Forcefully pull apart case to separate it.
* Case will not break even if loud cracking noise 
occurs. Beware of loud snapping sound!

Assembling
Case

�1� Connect back part of case to robot�s 
tail. Connect front part of case to front of 
the robot so that bottom joiners connect 
fi�rst. 

2.Then, connect upper joiners.

fi�rst. 
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[1] Install the App
iPhone: on the App Store, Android: on the Google Play Store Search �Varram� and install.

Run the Varram app, sign up with your email address, then check your 
inbox to confi�rm your email. 

Smartphone Compatibility
▶  Android: v5.0 and above    ▶   iOS: v10.0 and above 
* Not supported: PC and Laptop

Bluetooth connection is required before use. 

Android users should turn on GPS �location services�.

[2] Sign Up

After logging in, click the menu icon on the upper left corner of the 
fi�rst screen to register your pet.

[3] Pet Registration

1. Start the app
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Click the �Add Robot� 
button and follow the on�
screen instructions to start 
robot registration

[1] Press �Add 
Robot� Button

[2] Connect Cable 
& Turn on 

[3] Tap Robot

Push the power button 
to the left to turn on the 
robot.

Once you see the green 
LED light blink, tap 
the robot to complete 
registration.

2. Register the Robot

Open Hatch
Hatch is designed to 
be diffi��cult to open 
by your pet. We 
highly recommend 
to use the opener to 
open the hatch.
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[1] Release Lock Switch
Push the switch to the right side to 
open cover.

[2] Pull Out Treat Box
Please match    and    to easily 
remove treat box.

[3] Fill Up Treat Box
Open and fill up only one side. 
�Make sure your pet can see you 
doing this!�

Prepare with treats that fi t

Tossing function will work well when the horizontal, 
diagonal, and vertical size of treats is smaller, or similar in 
size to the treat box opening.

If amount of treats fi�lled exceeds 60% of the treat box, treat 
discharge rate may be aff�ected.

3. Fill Treats

Big�treat�box
�below 7 in�

Small�treat�box
 �below 4in�

Sold separatelyTreat Box inside 
the robot
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[4] Closing Treat Box
Insert the �Flip� exactly between 
the two treat box sections and join 
them together.

[5] Check Flip
Make sure that the flip is pointed 
outwards from the treat box hole, 
then place treat box inside the robot.

[6] Check Treats
Before closing the cover, have your 
pet smell the treat box to let them 
know what�s inside.

[7] Lock Switch
�1� Push the switch to the left side to 
lock the cover  �2� Turn on the robot.

[8] Close the hatch [9] Assemble case
If the hatch does not close well, 
check the lock switch to see if it is 
locked.

Please use this case.

For details, please check this video link: www.varram.com/faq/fi�tness
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If the fl�oor of the room is rigid, attach the sticker to the robot. 
Attach sticker to the bottom base of the tail.

It may be harmful if swallowed by pets. Please make sure it is well 
attached and use care. 

How do I attach the tail sticker?

Turn off� your robot 
* 5V USB power adapter recommended for charging.

How do I charge my robot?

Due to the nature of pets, toys that are always exposed can make pets lose interest, we highly recommend 
you to safely recharge the robot where your pet cannot see so that your pet may enjoy the robot every day.

Charging
Charging Complete

4. Usage Tips

and connect the charging cable.
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Customize Pet Settings

Manage Automatic 
Drive Schedule

Familiarize with Manual Play

Scheduled Play Time 

Pet’s Activity

Customized pet settings will work 
with scheduled automatic play.

Robot is disconnected

You can set up schedules, such as 
play times, number of treats tossed, 
and set times to drive automatically. 

Manually control the robot based 
on pet�s reactions. 

Battery Status

Robot and bluetooth need to be 
connected to check current activity.

5. Explore App Before Playing

Play Manually
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Please put your robot on the 
floor then toss the treat!
Repeat until your pet starts to 
eat treats within 3 seconds of 
dispensing.

Manually drive your robot, then 
toss treats. Be careful not to 
startle your pet.

When your robot gets closer to 
your pet and your pet begins to 
follow it without running away, 
begin playing around with all of 
its motions!

[Step 1] Toss treats 
without moving.

[Step 2] Move slowly, 
then, toss treats!

[Step 3 ] Play with 
motions.

Your pet may be afraid of the robot at first. If so, please make sure to follow the steps below:

6. Manual Play to Help Pets Adjust
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If your pet will not come near the robot, leave the robot as is and put treats about 5�10 cm from the front 
of the robot. If your pet still doesn�t come near, gradually put treats further and further away from the robot 
until they eventually move closer. If/when your pet eats the treat, be sure to praise them! Please be patient 
with your pet�s� while they adapt to the robot. �In some cases, adaptation may take more than a week�

Please do not reward your pet if they consistently attack the robot as it may cause poor behavior to persist 
which may also cause your robot to malfunction in the future. Please be sure to not leave your robot 
unattended without a pet owner if your pet is continuously aggressive towards it.

When your pet follows and comes near the robot, please toss treats as it is a positive reinforcement that can 
improve the probability of your pets engaging with the robot.

Q. 

Q. 

Q. 

A. 

A. 

A. 

My Pet Will Not Come Near The Robot.

My Pet Keeps Attacking and�or Barking Aggressively Towards The Robot.

When Do I Have To Toss The Treats?

Please refrain from moving the robot while your pet eat treats.

For details, please check this video link: www.varram.com/faq/fi�tness
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*Your robot will make a 
sound once your schedule 
is successfully applied.

Robot must be placed on fl�oor. If robot is placed on a table, sofa, etc. and starts automatic mode, it may fall 
and cause injury to your pet and/or startle them.

In order to start automatic play, you must close the app.

Treats are discharged based on your pet�s reaction. Therefore, treats may discharge less or more than the 
set number of times

[1] Add New 
Schedule

[3] Set up scheduled time 
and treat tossing times

[2] Enter schedule name 
and press “Add Time”

[4] Press “Apply” 
button

[5] Close the App

Apply a schedule once your pet is comfortable with the robot and not attacking it.

7. Managing Schedule for Automatic Play
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Pet’s Customized Setup

You can customize your automatic driving settings based on your pet�s 
health and stamina.

Customized settings are required for scheduled automatic play. 

Robot may not be able to cross over thick mats and wires. 

Robots can drive over puppy pads and may cause unwanted accidents like falls.

Please create a barrier or boundary to prevent robot from crossing over to unwanted areas.

Please remove obstacles that may obstruct driving.

Preparing for Driving

For details, please check this video link: www.varram.com/faq/fi�tness
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Wipe gently with a soft cloth or wet tissue. Cleaning with water may cause malfunction.
Please remove the treat box and detach it. Wash with either a wet tissue or warm water.
�If you immerse the treat box in hot water, it may become deformed.�

Robot
Treat box 

How do I clean my robot?

Sensor may be dirty. Wipe sensor with a cotton swab or soft cloth. 

* If error still occurs, please contact VARRAM Customer support.

Scheduling in progress � Resting

Schedule Unregistered 

Light blue LED light will turn on and off� when you tap the robot.

Yellow LED light will turn on and off� when you tap the robot.

Low Battery
Red LED light will blink or begin blinking when you tap the robot.

Detection Sensor Error
White LED light will turn on.

Robot’s Status

8. Varram Pet fi tness Tips
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· �Robot must be connected to bluetooth to check pets latest activity. You cannot check pets activity outside.
· �Robot may not move due to being caught by certain obstacles like wires or laundry. Resume driving once all obstacles are cleared from the 
driving area.

· If the schedule is not registered, the robot will not automatically drive. Please register and use a schedule for automatic driving.
· The robot cannot drive when charging.
· Play manually until your pet becomes comfortable, or stops attacking the robot.
· Please do not use the robot in the absence of a pet owner especially if your pet is not familiar with, or may damage the robot.
· Do not allow your pet to bite or swallow accessory parts. There is a risk of suffocation, burns, or choking.
· Moving your robot to a higher place may cause injury to your pet or damage your robot.
· Charge your robot in a safe place where your pet cannot reach. Low voltages may be hazardous to pets.
· I����f your pet is able to climb on a couch or higher area while holding the robot, discontinue use. The robot may fall and injure your pet, or, 
  it may become damaged.
· �Before using the robot, make sure the case is completely closed. There is a risk that your pet may destroy or swallow the robots internal 
parts.

· If your pet is not in good health due to illness or aging, it is prohibited to use it in the absence of a pet owner.
· We are not responsible for any injuries or health issues that may occur to your pet during use of the VARRAM Pet Fitness Robot.

· �Power adapters must be at least 5V 1A.
· �Installation and use by adults only. 
· �Stop using robot if it begins to smoke, burn, or make abnormal sounds.
· �Installation on or near heat generating devices, such as heaters, can cause fire, electric shock and/or failure.
· �Do not use outdoors or in areas where moisture, dust or water are near.
· Soft treats are not recommended due to risk of spoilage depending on the environment.

Safety Precautions

9. Varram Pet fitness Usage notes
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9. Specifi cations and Warranty

You can find out more information about the VARRAM Pet Fitness Robot warranty policy at our website. Within the warranty period, 
repair costs may be incurred, for instance, when the product fails due to the user�s carelessness and/or pet�s bite or throw impact.

If you have any questions and or concerns, feel free to contact us! 

Share your experience and leave us a review!

Questions or comments? 

Love it?

Email us at info@varram�usa.com and we�ll get back to you as soon as possible.
Chat with us on facebook.com/varramrobot 
Call us at �855��208�2045 during our normal business hours: 
Monday thru Friday �excluding holidays� from 9:00am � 5:30pm 

Tag us @varram_us Tweet us @varramus

Weight

Wireless Connection

Operating Temperature

Input Power

1.1lb �500g�

Bluetooth ver 4.2

14�113℉ ��10 � 45℃�

DC 5V USB �Recommended use of 1A or higher�

6.5 X 5 X 4.05 inches �16.5 X 12.7 X 10.3cm�

Li�Polymer 3.7V 800mAh

Continuous play time: 4 hours, Waiting time: 24 hours

Dimensions

Battery Type

Working Time

Customer 
Support

Subscribe to VarramShare us @varramus


